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CALENDAR FOR THE YEAR 1920-21
1920
June 15 Tuesday Summer Convocation
June 18 Friday Spring Quarter ends
June 17 Th'fosday � Registrat,i,onof new students in Law School for SummerJune 21 Monday ) Quarter
June 21 Monday Summer Quarter begins
July 5 Monday Celebration of Independence Day: a holiday
�
First Term of Summer Quarter ends'
July 28 Wednesday Registration of new students in Law School for Second
Term of Summer' Quarter
July 29 Thursday Second Term of Summer Quarter begins
S F id S Autumn Convocationept. 3 r ay 1 Second Term of Summer Quarter ends
Sept. 4-Sept. 30 Summer Recess
Sept. 24 Friday l Autumn Examinations in First-Year law courses to
Sept. 30 Th!>sday ) remove conditions and for advanced standing
Sept. 28 Tuesday �to Registration of all students in Law SchoolSept. 30 Thursday
Oct. 1 Friday Auiumsi Quarter begins.
Nov. 25 Thursday Thanksgiving Day: a holiday
Dec. 21 Tuesday Winter Convocation
Dec. 23 Thursday Autumn Quarter ends
Dec. 24-Jan.2 Quarterly Recess
1921
5 Winter Quarter beginsJan. 3 Monday 1 Registration of new students in Law School
Feb. 8 Tuesday First Term of Winter Quarter ends
F b 9 W d d S Second Term of Winter Quarter beginse · e nes ay {Registration of new students in Law School
Feb. 12 Saturday Lincoln's Birthday: a holiday
Feb. 22 Tuesday Washing�on's Birthday: a holiday
Mar. 15 Tuesday Spring Convocation
Mar. 18 Friday Winter Quarter ends
Mar. 19-27 Quarterly Recess
5 Spring Quarter beginsMar. 28 Monday 1 Registration of new students in Law School
June 14 Tuesday Summer Convocation
June 17 Friday Spring Quarter ends
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"
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EDWARD WILCOX HlNTON, LL B., Professor of Law.
FLOYD RUSSELL MECHEM, AM, LL D , Professor of Law.
HERMAN ENZLA OLIPHANT, A B., J.D, Professor of Law.
FREDERIC CAMPBELL 'VOODWARD, A.M, LL M, Professor of Law.
ERNST WILFRED PUTTKAMMER, A B, J D, Instructor in Law
ALBERT MARTIN KALES, A.B , LL B , Professorial Lecturer on Future Interests
CHARLES EDWARD KREMER, LL.B, Special Lecturer on Admiralty Law.
FRANK FREMONT REED, A B., Special Lecturer on Copyright and Trade-Mark
Law.
GEORGE PURCELL COSTIGAN, JR; A.M., LL.B , LL.D., Professor of Law, North-
western University (Summer, 1920). !
JAMES PATTERSON McBAINE, LL B., Professor of Law and Dean of the School
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ORGANIZATION AND EQUIPMENT
GENERAL STATEMENT
The University of Chicago Law School was established in 1902. It aims
to give a thorough legal training to students whose education and maturity have
fitted them to pursue serious professional study. The method of instruction
employed-the study and discussion of cases-is designed to give an effective
knowledge of legal principles and to develop the power of independent legal
reasoning. The course of study offered, requiring three academic years for com ..
pletion, is not local in its scope, but constitutes a thorough preparation for the
practice of law in any English-speaking jurisdiction. By taking advantage of
the quarter system (see "General Information," p. 5, below) students may
complete the course in two and one-fourth calendar years.
Only college graduates or students who have had college work equivalent to
three years in the University are admitted as candidates for the degree of Doctor
of Law (J.D.), which is conferred upon college graduates only. The University
permits one year of law to be counted as the fourth year of college work, thus
enabling candidates for J.D. to obtain both the academic and the professional
degrees in six years. (See"Degrees," below, p. 8.) Students over twenty-one
years old are admitted as candidates for the degree of Bachelor of Laws (LL.B.)
upon the conditions stated below, p. 7, under"Admission."
It is very desirable that the preliminary education of law students should
include work in the social sciences, and students expecting to study law are
strongly advised to devote at least a year of their college work to these subjects.
Suggested topics are found below, pp. IO-1�, under "Prelegal Courses. "
i THE LAW BUILDING
The Law School occupies a building within the University quadrangles,
erected especially for it in 1904. It is three stories high, 175 feet long, and 80
feet wide, built of stone in the English Gothic style of architecture. On the
first floor are four lecture-rooms, two of which are in theater form. The mez..
zanine floor is occupied by the library stackroom, connected with the reading..
room above by electric book lifts and designed to contain steel stacks for 90,000
volumes. Opening into the stackroom are studies for members of the Faculty
and the Librarian's room. On the third floor is the reading-room, a great hall
with high, timbered ceiling, 160 feet long and 50 feet wide, lighted on all sides
by Gothic windows. It has shelves for 14,000 books and provides space for
tables accommodating 400 readers. Adjoining the reading-room is the office
of the Dean. In the basement is a smoking-room and the locker-room, con­
taining several hundred steel-mesh lockers for the use of students.
THE LIBRARY
The Law Library contains over 46,000 volumes. Except a few county­
court decisions, it includes all of the American, English, Irish, Scotch, Canadian,
Australian, New Zealand, and higher Indian reports, with their digests; all
past and present codes and statutory revisions of those jurisdictions; the recent
South African reports; all English, Irish, and Scotch statutes, and (except the
early laws of some of the older states) nearly all of the session laws of the American
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states and Canadian provinces; all collateral reports and series of classified cases
in use; an extensive collection of treatises, periodicals, trials, and legal miscellany,
including a large amount of old English historical material; and a working
library in French, German, Spanish, and Mexican law.




The system prevailing in the University of dividing the work into quarters
is adopted in the Law School. The quarters are designated as the Summer,
Autumn, Winter, and Spring Quarters, beginning respectively in 1920-21 on
June 21, October 1, January 3, and March 28. Each quarter is eleven to twelve
weeks long, and the Summer and Winter Quarters are divided into two terms.
A recess of about one week occurs between successive quarters, except that there
is no recess between the Spring and Summer Quarters, and that there is one dur­
ing September at the end of the Summer Quarter. Any three quarters count
as an academic year, and it is thus possible to complete the three-year law course
in two and one-fourth calendar years.
The work in the Law School is-so arranged that it is better for beginning
first-year students to enter at the opening of the Summer or Autumn Quarter
than at any other time. The beginning courses given then are not repeated
later, and while such students may enter in the middle of the Win�erJ or at the
beginning of the Winter or Spring Quarter, it is somewhat less advantageous
to do 80. Senior College students should plan their work to enter the Law School
in June or October. Students admitted to advanced standing may usually
enter without difficulty in the middle of the Summer or Winter Quarter, or at
the beginning of any quarter. No courses begin in the middle of the Autumn or
Spring Quarter.
FEES, EXPENSES, ETC.
1. Matriculation fee.-A matriculation fee of $.5.00 is paid by every student
entering the University for the first time.
2. Tuilionfee.-The tuition fee in the Law School is $65.00 a quarter (in the
Summer and Winter Quarters $32.50 a term) for regular work (three majors).
Students who take half-work pay half-fees, and receive residence credit pro rata.
With the consent of the Dean law students may take extra work in the Law
School without extra charge. College graduates who are candidates for J.D.
may take extra work in other departments of the University without extra
charge, but all others must pay $20.00 a major. Undergraduate students not
registered in the Law School mast pay $20.00 for each major law course taken
as extra work.
For the prelegal course the tuition fee is $60.00 a quarter for regular work.
For extra 'Work $20.00 a major is charged.
3. Graduation fee.-The graduation fee for any law degree is $10.00.
4. Payment of bills.-All tuition fees are due on or before the first day of each
quarter, and are payable at the Cashier's Office, Press Building. If not paid
before the end of the fifth day of the quarter a fee of $5.00 is added.
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5. Rooms and board.-There are twelve university residence hans (seven for
women), the cost of furnished roomsin which is from $25.00 to $75.00 per quarter
of twelve weeks. This includes heat, light; and care. The University provides
cafeteria service for men in Hutchinson Commons, the weekly cost of which
averages about $6.00. Board for women in-the residence halls is $6.50 a week.
All applications for rooms, or for information concerning rooms and board,
within or without the quadrangles, should be made to the Cashier, Press Building,
who will send diagrams and prices upon application.
6. Estimated expenses.-The following table gives an estimate of the annual
expenses for three quarters (thirty-six weeks) of a student in the Law School
residing within the quadrangles, The expense of a Summer Quartet is about


























Rent and care of room ,.'� .
Board .
Laundry � .





Furnished rooms outside the quadrangles, with heat, light, and care, may
be obtained at from $42 to $144 a quarter. Board is generally obtained at the
University or at a restaurant, of which there are many in the neighborhood. A
list of inspected and approved rooms and boarding-places outside the quadrangles
is kept en file at the Housing Bureau, Room 1, Press Building, where information
regarding them may be obtained.
SELF-HELP FOR STUDENTS
I
A large number of students in various ways earn a portion of their expenses
while in the University. The needs of a large city afford opportunities to part of
these, and a smaller number obtain remunerated service with the University.
The latter resource is open to those only who have spent at least one quarter in
residence at the University. A student employment bureau makes systematic
"-
efforts to obtain, positions for students desiring work.
' , ,
All inquiries regarding self-help for students should be addressed to the
Employment Bureau, Cashier's Office.
SCHOLARSHIPS
A small number of scholarships, each yielding a portion of the tuition fees
for an academic year (three quarters), are awarded annually to meritorious
members of the Law School needing such assistance, in return for service in the
Law Library. A preference is given to students of high rank. Scholarships for
the Summer Quarter only are awarded separately upon similar terms. All
applications for scholarships for the Summer Quarter and for the succeeding
year by students already registered in tlie School should be made in writing to
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the Dean before June 1. Directions to entering students for making such
applications will be sent upon request, the regulations governing them being
somewhat different.
PRIVILEGES
Students in the Law School are entitled to all the privileges of the University
upon the same terms as other students, including the use of 'the Frank Dickinson
Bartlett Gymnasium, the swimming-pool, and the tennis courts, medical exami­
nation and advice from the University physician, admission to other courses in
the University, and membership in the Reynolds Club.
ADMISSION TO THE LAW SCHOOL
PROFESSIONAL WORK
a) To candidacy for the degree of J.D.-Admission is granted:
1. To college graduates whose degrees represent college work equivalent to
27 majors (three years) in the University.
2. To students who have completed in the University or elsewhere 27 majors
(three years) of college work.' .Credit will be given for acceptable work done in
other institutions .of collegiate rank. Before receiving the degree of J.D. such
students must obtain from the University or from some other approved insti­
tution an academic degree, and are permitted to count toward this one year of
law. See the statement below, p. 8, under "Degrees."
b) To candidacy for the degree of LL.B.-Admission is granted to students
who have completed two years (18 majors) of college work and are twenty-one
years old; or who have completed one year (9 majors) of college work and are
twenty-two years old; or who have completed 15 units of admission credit to the
University (ordinarily satisfied by four years of high-school work, including 3 units
in English) and are twenty-three years old. Certain special rules apply to
students from the Junior Colleges. Candidates for this degree are strongly urged
to complete at least one year of prelegal work (see p. 10, below) before entering
the Law School, and must maintain an average standing in their law work 10 per
cent above the passing mark.
c) Unclassified students.-In rare instances students over twenty-three years
old who cannot meet the foregoing requirements will be admitted as unclassified
students, if the Law Faculty is convinced that their previous training will enable
them satisfactorily to pursue the work. Such students are not candidates for
a degree.
"
ADVANCED S:.r'ANDING IN PROFESSIONAL WORK
Non-graduates from other law schools of high grade, who are otherwise
qualified to enter the School,
-
may receive credit, not ordinarily exceeding five
quarters and is majors in amount, for the satisfactory completion of work done
there similar in character to that required here. Graduates or- approved law
schools may be given a maximum of two years of credit. Such credit may not
1 By special permission of the Dean admission may be granted to students who
have credit for but 24 majors, but such students must make up the deficiency before
obtaining an academic degree from the University. Such permission will ordinarily be
granted only in the Autumn Quarter to enable students to take advantage ot courses
beginning then. (See" The Quarter System," p. 5, above.)
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f
exceed three majors for each quarter of law-school residence elsewhere, and, in
whole or in part, may be given conditionally or upon examination. Credit given
may be withdrawn for poor work. (See" Regulations," p. 9.)
Candidates for the degree of Bachelor of Laws must beone year older than
the age required above to be admitted to second-year standing and two years
older to 'J?e admitted to third-year standing.
.
No credit will be gi·ven for work not done in residence at a law school.
GRADUATE WORK
College graduates, who are also graduates of a law school whose professional
standards are equivalent to those required for membership in the Association of
.American Law Schools, and who give promise of ability to make a creditable
contribution to legal scholarship, Will, upon application, in the discretion of the
Law Faculty, be admitted as candidates for a graduate Doctor's degree, whose
designation will be, announced ,later.
-
One fellowship paying $200 and tuition fees.for a year is available to candi­
dates for this degree, and may be awarded to a suitable applicant in .the
_
discretion of the Law Faculty. Applications therefor should be made' not later
than June 15. Directions for :making such applications will be sent upon request.
ROUTINE OF ENTRANCE
Applications and correspondence should be addressed to JAMES P. HALL,
Dean of the University of Chicago, Law School, Chicago, Ill, A student frolll
another institution should present his diploma or certificate of graduation; or, if
he does not hold, a degree equivalent to three years of college work in, the Uni­
versity, he should bring a detailed statement of his work. Blank 'forms for such
statements will be sent' upon application. All credentials, should be presented
at the office of the Dean, In cases of doubt, correspondence is invited upon
these matters before the student presents himself for admission. Directions for
matriculation an1 registration will be furnished in the Dean's office.
DEGREES
Academic degrees . .;,_The University permits 9 majors (one year) of work in
the Law School to be counted toward the degrees of A.B., Ph.B., or S.B. by
candidates for the degree of J.n., who do not already hold degrees which would
admit them to the Graduate Schools of the University, whether their preceding
. college work was taken here or elsewhere, provided only that the college work,
if done elsewhere, be acceptable for advanced standing, and that the specific
requirements as to courses arid quality of work done here for the particular degree
sought be"satisfied in each case. Subject to these requirements � student admitted
with a maximum of 27; majors (three years) of credit from other colleges may
obtain a college degree after the completion of one year of .law work, but mean­
while must also register with the Dean of the College in which he desires to take
this degree, who will determine what steps must be taken to comply with require­
ments. A circular stating the specific requirements for college degrees will be
sent upon application.
A minimum residence of three quarters in the University is required ofcandi­
dates fo� academic degrees, and both anacademic and a law degree will not be
conferred for less than six quarters of residence.
.
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Professional law degrees.-The degree of Doctor of Law (J.D.) is conferred
upon candidates therefor who are college graduates and have completed the pro­
fessional course with an average standing 10 per cent above the passing mark.
Law credit obtained here or elsewhere by examinations taken before a student
has taken 24 majors of college work will not be counted toward this degree.
The degree of Bachelor of Laws (LL.B.) is conferred upon candidates therefor
who have completed the professional course with an average standing 10 per
cent above the passing mark. Law work done elsewhere by students while
inadmissible here for this degree will be credited toward it only upon examinations
taken after they become admissible.
To obtain either of the professional degrees it is necessary to complete 27
majors of law work, distributed over nine quarters of law-school residence, of
which at least 9 majors of work and three quarters of residence (including the
last quarter for which credit is given) must have been at this School and not
counted toward a law degree elsewhere.
Candidates for either of the professional degrees who complete the course
with high distinction will receive the degree cum laude.
No professional degree will be conferred upon any student markedly deficient
in English, and no student may receive both a first academic and a professional
degree in the same quarter.
Graduate law degree.-A graduate Doctor's degree, the designation of which
will be announced later, will be conferred upon candidates therefor upon the ful­
filment of the following requirements:
1. At least three quarters of residence at this School.
2. The investigation, under the direction of the Faculty, of an approved
subject, and the submission of a printed dissertation thereon, which, in the judg­
ment of the Faculty} constitutes a creditable contribution to legal scholarship.
3. The satisfactory completion of such other studies as the Faculty may in
eaeh case prescribe.
REGULA'rIONS
Law students who are candidates for an academic degree from the Univer­
sity must conform to the general rules and regulations governing Senior College
students.
In anyone quarter first-year students may not register for more than 3
majors, nor other students for more than 31 majors, of work without the consent
of the Dean.
Students may not take examinations (except to remove conditions or for
advanced standing) in more than 101 majors of resident work in any three con­
secutive quarters. Examinations upon the work of a former year are counted as
of that year.
The work of the first year and the instruction in brief-making and legal
argument are required. The second- and third-year courses are elective and need
not be taken in any fixed order.
To obtain credit toward a law degree for any work done in the School, students
must pass the regular examinations, which are by printed questions to be answered
in writing. Examinations in courses continuing more than one quarter will
usually be held only at the completion of the course, and credit for the first part
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of a course is always provisional uritil its completion. No special examinations
will be given, nor will partial credit be allowed for any uncompleted course, or for
one in which the student has not passed in the examination. Additional examina­
tions in first-year subJects only will be held the last week in September for admis­
sion to ad-vanced standing and for the removal of conditions. AppZication for
admission to these examinations should be made not later than September 15. Other
conditions may be removed or advanced standing obtained at the regular examina­
tions.
A student who has had but one examination in a course in which his grade
is below the average required for a degree may take a second examination therein
whenever it is regularly given, and his second grade shall replace the first. Two
successive conditions in a course or a single grade more than 10 per cent below
the passing mark is treated as a failure, and no re-examination in that course is
allowed unless it is retaken in class.
Regular attendance at class exercises is required as a condition of receiving
credit for work done, and the privilege of membership in the School may be
withdrawn for unsatisfactory work or attendance.
PRACTICE, BRIEF-MAKING, AND PUBLIC SPEAKING
To familiarize students with the more generally prevailing rules of pro­
cedure in American courts, courses in practice are offered in the second and third
years of the curriculum, which include a study of the processes of litigation
and practical exercises in the preparation and trial of cases.
The former law clubs have been repla.ced by a moot court conducted by
the School, in which every entering student is given opportunity to obtain some
experience in brief-making and legal argument under competent supervision.
Systematic instruction is also given in the use of digests and other legal-search
books. All of this work is required of first-year students.
The University courses in- public speaking and debate are open without
extra charge to students of the Law School.
ORDER OF THE COIF
The Order of the Coif is a national law-school honor society, founded to
encourage scholarship and to advance the ethical standards of the legal pro­
fession. Its members- are selected during the Spring Quarter each year from
the 10 per cent of the third-year class who rank highest in scholarship.
COURSES OF INSTRUCTION, 1920-21
PRELEGAL COURSES
Various studies especially valuable in the preliminary education of a lawyer
have been designated as "prelegal courses" and are enumerated below. Though
not required, prospective law students are strongly advised to elect at least a year
of work (chiefly in the third college year) from this group, and to choose their
Junior College electives with this view. Candidates for the degree of LL.B. are
also urged to take at least a year of prelegal work before entering the Law
School.
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A choice among the courses offered- in the University upon the following
subieets is · particularly recommended:
Principles of Political Economy and Political Science; Constitutional and
Political History of the United States: National, Federal, State, and Municipal
Government: Constitutional and Political' History of 'England; Oral Debates
and Argumentation; Bookkeeping and Accounting; Railway Transportation
and Regulation of Rates; Economic and Social History; Finance, Money, and
Banking; Financial and Tariff History; Labor and Industry; Organisation of
Business Enterprise; Introduction to Study of Society; Social Origins; Con-
, temporary Society in the United .States: Industrial Groups-and UrbanCom­
munities; Charities and Social Treatment of Crime; Social Forces in Modern
Democracy; Logic and Psychology; .Politieal.and Social Ethics.
With the approval of the Dean of the Law School other courses may also be
accepted as prelegal work, especially those offered in the Departments of Politi­
cal Economy ana political Science, 'courses in English, American, and modern
European history', and courses dealing with modern social and municipal problems,
Students who havenot had the course in Civil Government'in theUnited States,
or who have not completed. the courses in English composition required in the
Junior Oolleges.jsliould take these 'before entering the Law School.
NOTE • ......:.For detailed Inrormatdon concerning the above-mentioned : courses, see
the Circular of' the Departments of Political Economy, Political Science, History� and
Sociiology which will be sent upon application to the UNIVERSITY OF CHICAGO.
PRO�ESSIONAL COURSES
[TIle credit-value of courses of instruction is reckoned In majors and ' minors. Mj.:=
Major course, four .hours weekly for one quarter.. M. =Minor course, four hours weekly
for one term.' DM.=Double Minor course, eight hours weekly �or one term. Twelve
hours a week is full work. ' Many of the courses continue through more than one quarter,
and for these no par.tial credit will ordinarily be given.
.
Oredit for the first part of a course
is provisional until its completlon.l
FIRST-YEAR COURSES
[The work of the first year is required.]
lA. Contracts I.-Mutual 'assent and its communication; offers and their
expiration or revocation; consideration; requisites of contracts under seal;
rights of beneficiaries; joint and several contracts. Williston, Casee on Con­
trade, Vol. I. Mj. Autumn, PROFES�OR OLIJ>HANT. (Two sections.)
2. Torts.-Trespass to. person and to property; excuses for trespass; con­
version; negligence; legal duties; statutory torts; legal cause;. contributory and
imputed. negligence; contributory illegality; ,possessory duties; ., acting at peril;
liability for animals; deceit; defamation:' 'slander, libel, privilege, malice; right
of privacy; malicious prosecution; interference with social and business rela­
tions: inducing breaches of duty, fair and unfair competition, strikes, boycotts,
business combinations. Ames and Smith, Cases on Torts (ed. of 1909-10),
Vols. I and II.
.
HMjs. Autumn (five hours); Winter, First Term (five hours) ,
PROFESSOR HALL. (Two seetions.)
2A. Torts
.: (first half of subject).-:-Course 2, through imputed .negligence.
Same casebooks, DM. Summer, First Term, PROFESSOR HALL.
-
, ,
3A. Personal P��perty.�Distinction between real and, personai property;
acquisition of rights; gift; bailment; lien; pledge; fixtures; emblements.
Bigelow, Cases on Personal Property. !Mj. Autumn, PROFESSOR BIGELOW,
(Two sections.)
..
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s. Real Property . .-..Tenure, estates, seisin, future and incorporeal interests,
joint ownership, disseisin, uses and trusts; adverse possession, prescription,
accretion; mode. of conveyance; . execution of deeds; description. of 'property;
c!cation.ofeaseIllents; estates created; covenants for title; estoppel; priority,
notice, and record. Bigelow, Introduction to Real Property, and Aigler, Cases on




4. Agency.�Nature of relation; appointment; · liabilities of principal: torts,
contracts, crimes, .admission; liabilities of agent; parties to writings; undis­
elosed principal; obligations qetwe�n principal and agent; delegation of agency;.
ferDllPatlOn of
.
agency; ratification.' WaIIlbaugh, Cases on Agency. DM.
Summer, Second Term, PROFESSOR WARREN.. llMjs. Winter, Second Term
(two hours); and Spring (five hours), PROFESSOR MECHEM. (Two sections.)
20. Equity I.�Nature .of equity jurisdiction; relation of common law arid
equity. Specific reparation and prevention of torts: waste; trespass; disturb­
ance of easements;
.
nuisance; interference with business, social and political
relations; defamation; injuries to personalty. Ames, Cases on Equity Juris­





Criminal Law.-Tlle criminal act; criminal attempts; consent; criminal
intent, 'specific and constructive; circumstances affecting intent; justification;
parties in crime: agency, joint principals, accessories; jurisdiction over crimes;
crimes against the person, especially murder and manslaughter; larceny, and
kindred offenses. Mikell, Cases on Criminal Law. llMjs. Winter, Second
Term' (two hours); and Spring, MR. PUTTKAMMER. (Two sections.)
BOA. Remedies.-General theory of actions as remedies: recovery of dam­
ages for breach of obligation; recovery of debt; recovery of chattels; recovery
of land. Steps in actions; functions 'of judge and jury. Scope of covenant,
debt, detinue, account, tresp�ss, trove.�, replevin, ejectment, trespass on �he
case (tort and contract). Cook and Hinton, Case« on Common Law Pleadinq
(part)." iMj. Autumn, PROFESSOR HINTON. (Two sections.)
80. Common Law Pleading.-NecessarY allegations" and methods of plead..
ing; demurrers for defects in form and in substance; defaults; pleas in bar by
way of traverse or confession and avoidance; cross-demands;' replications and
further pleadings; amendments.. Ames, Cases on Pleading (ed, of 1905). iMj.
Spring (four hours), PROFESSOR HINTON. (Two sections.)
SECOND- AND THIRD-YEAR C0U;RSES
'
[These courses are elective, and need not be taken in any fixed order. Students are
advised to postPo�e starred (*) courses to the third year.]
lB. 'Contracts 1I.-Alternative contracts; conditional contracts; illegality;
impossibility; discharge of . contracts or, causes of action
..
arising thereon by
rescission, novation; accord and satisfaction, release; or other means. Williston,
Cases on. Contracts, Vols. I (part) and II. Mj. Winter, PRO:.rESSOR OLIPHANT.
7. Persons.-Husband and Wife: marriage and divorce; incidents of
marital relation as between spouses and against third parties; husband's liability
for torts and contracts of wife; incapacities of wife; statutory changes in common
law. Parent and Child: custody; support; earnings and services; parental
rights against third parties; parental liability for torts of or to children. Infants:
contracts and conveyances: necessaries, affirmance, disaffirmance, restoration
of benefits, particular obligations; torts; crimes, Kales, Cases on Persons,
and Vernier's Supplement. Mj. Summer, PROFESSOR FREUND; Mj. Spring,
PROFESSOR HALL.
[Given in 1920-21 and in alternate years -thereafter.]
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9. Damages.-Exemplary, liquidated, nominal, direct, and consequential
damages; avoidable consequences: counsel fees; certainty; compensation;
physical and mental suffering; aggravation and mitigation; value; interest;
special rules in certain actions of tort and contract. Beale, Cases on Damages
(2d ed.). Mj. Spring, PROFESSOR ---.
[Omitted in 1920-21 and in alternate years thereafter.]
14. Rights in Landv+Poeaessory rights respecting air, water, and land;
reversions; nature and extent of profits, easements, and licenses; covenants and
other agreements affecting use of land; rents; waste; public rights in streams
and ways. Bigelow, Cases on Rights in Land. DM� Summer, Second Term;
Mj. Spring, PROFESSOR BIGELOW.
15. Wills rand. Administration.-Intestate succession; disposi tiona in con­
templation of death; testamentary capacity; execution, alteration, revocation,
and revival of wills; probate; executors ana administrators; survival of rights
and liabilities); priority of claims; assets; payment of legacies and distribution,
ademption, and lapse of legacies. Costigan, Cases on Wills. Mj. Autumn,
MR. PUTTKAMMER.
16. Future ltiterests.-Classification of future interests; rule against per­
petuities; rule in Shelley's Case; construction of limitations; conditions;
restraints on alienation; powers. Kales, Cases on Future Interest. Mj. Autumn,
PROFESSOR KALES.
"
19. Mining and Water Rights.-Mining: location of lode claims; preser-
vation and loss of location; relocation; tunnel claims; placer claims; extra­
lateral rights; cross-veins and veins uniting on the dip; proceedings to obtain
patent. Water Rights and Irrigation: water rights at common law; other
systems of law as to use of water; the doctrine of appropriation; basis and
nature of right acquired; "requisites of appropriation; priorities; transfer and
extinguishment of water rights. Costigan, Cases on Mining Law, and Bingham,
Cases on Water Rights. DM. Summer, Second Term, PROFESSOR COSTIGAN.
[Given in 1920-21 and each third year thereafter.]
20B. EqUity I.-Bills for an account. Specific reparation and prevention
of torts: waste; trespass; disturbance of easements; nuisance; interference
with. business, social, and political relations; defamation. Ames, Cases in
Equity Jurisdiction, Vol. I (part) and Pound's Supplement. �Mj. Summer,
PROFESSOR WOODWARD.
21. Equity lI.-Specific performance of contracts: affirmative' contracts;
negative contracts; third persons; legal. consequences of right of specific
performance; partial performance; consideration; marketable title; statute
of frauds; plaintiff's conduct as a defense; mistake; hardship; mutuality.
Ames, Cases in Equity Jurisdiction, Vol. I (part). !Mj. Spring, PROFESSOR
WOODWARD.
22. Equity IlL-Interpleader; bills of peace; bills quia timet; reformation
and rescission of contracts for mistake. Ames, Cases in Equity Jurisdiction,
Vol. II. tMj. Spring, PROFESSOR WOODWARD.
24. Trusts ..-Nature and requisites of a trust; express, resulting, and con­
structive trusts; charitable trusts; appointment and office of trustee; nature of
cestui'8 interest; transfer of trust·property by trustee or by cestui; cestui's
interest as affected by death, marriage, or bankruptcy of trustee or cestui; duties
of trustee; extinguishment of trust; removal or resignation of trustee; account­
ing; assignment of choses in action. Scott, Oases on Trusts. l!Mjs. Summer;
liMjs. Autumn; and Winter, First Te�m, PROFESSOlt WOODWARD.
25. Quasi-Contracts.--Nature of obligation; restitution at law for benefits
conferred under mistake of fact or mistake oflaw; benefits conferred in mis­
reliance upon contract invalid, illegal, unenforceable, or impossible of perform­
ance; benefits conferred through intervention in another's affairs; benefits
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conferred under constraint; restitution as alternative remedy for breach of con­
tract and for tort. Thurston, Cases on Quasi Contract. Mj. Spring, PROFESSOR
WOODWARD.
30. Suretyship.-Kinds of suretyship; statute of frauds; surety's defenses
due to original defects in his obligation or its subsequent discharge; surety's
right of sUDrogation, indemnity, contribution, and exoneration; creditor's right to
surety's securities. Ames, Cases on Suretyship. DM. Summer, First Term,
MR. C. JUDSON; IMj. Spring, PROFESSOR OL,IPHANT.
[Given in 1920-21 and in alternate years thereafter.]
31. Mcrtgagesc=-Essential elements of legal and equitable mortgages;
rights of mortgagor and mortgagee at law and in equity: title, possession, dower,
curtesy, waste, priorities, collateral agreements, foreclosure, redemption, exten­
sion, assignment, and discharge of mortgages, Kirchwey, Cases on Mortgages
(2d ed.). !Mj. Spring, PROFESSOR ---.
[Omitted in 1920-21 and in alternate years thereafter.]
40. Sales.-Subject-matter of sale; executory and executed sales; bills of
lading and jrzs disponendi; stoppage in transitu; fraud; factors' acts; warranty
and, remedies for breach of warranty; statute of frauds. Williston, Cases on
Sales (2d ed.). liMjs. Winter, Second Term; and Spring, MR. PUTTKAMM�R.
41. Bills and Notes.-Formal requisites; acceptance; indorsement; trans..
fer; purchase for value without notice; overdue paper; extinguishment; obliga..
tions
.
of parties; checks; diligence: presentment, dishonor, protest, notice; the
Negotiable Instruments Law. Ames, Cases on Bills and Notes, Vols. I and II.
HMjs. Winter, Second Term; and Spring, PROFESSOR OLIPHANT.
42. Public.Service Companies and Carriers.-Nature of public employment;
its rights and duties; railroads and canals; telegraph and telephone; light and
water companies; irrigation and drainage; inns and warehouses. Common
carriers of goods and persons; liability; limitation of liability; bills of lading;
stoppage in transitu; connecting carriers; actions against carriers; tickets; bag­
gage; compensation and lien. Wyman, Cases on Public .Seruice Companies
(2d ed.), iMj. Autumn (two hours), and Whiter, First Term (two hours),
PROFESSOR OLIPHANT.
44. Insurance.-Fire, life, and accident insurance, with respect to: insurable
interest; concealment; misrepresentation; warranties; other causes of invalidity
of contract; amount of recovery; subrogation; conditions; waiver, estoppel,
election, and powers of agents; assignees and beneficiaries. Vance, Cases on
Insurance. IMj. Autumn (three hours), PROFESSOR BIGELOW.
60. Partnershlp.e+Nature of a partnership, its purposes, and members;
creation of partnership; nature of partner's interest; firm name and good-will;
mutual rights and duties of partners; actions between partners, at law and in
equity; powers of partners; liability of partners; dissolution; notice; conse­
quences of dissolution; debts; distribution of assets; limited partnerships.
Mechem, Cases on Partnership (3d ed.). IlMjs. Autumn; and Winter, First
Term (two hours), PROFESSOR MECHEM.
*51. Private Corporations.-Nature of a corporation and relation to its
stockholders: its creation; stock subscriptions; .promoters; interpretation of
charters; formalities of contracts; powers and duties of directors; rights of
stockholders; dividends; transfer of stock; forfeiture of charters; corporate
liability; ultra vires transactions; rights and remedies of creditors; preferences;
stockholders' liability; intercorporate relations; purchase by a corporation of its
own stock; dissolution., Richards, Cases on Corporations. l!Mjs. Autumn;
and Winter, First Term, PROFESSOR MECHEM.
"
*52. Bankruptcy.-Jurisdiction of the United States and the states; who
may be a bankrupt; who may be petitioning creditors; acts of bankruptcy;
what property passes to the trustee; provable claims; protection, exemption,
and discharge, Williston, Cases 'on Bankruptcy (2d ed.). jMj. Autumn (three
hours), PROFESSOR WOODWARD�
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63. Constitutional Law I.L-Making and changing constitutions} function
of judiciary in enforcing eonstitutions; separation and delegation of: powers of
government; . personal. liberty; interstate. privilege! and immunities. of . citizens;
operation of fourteenth amendment; dueproeess and equal protection ofIaw:
procedure, police power, taxation; eminent domain; protection to persons accused




*64. Constitutional Law II.L�General scope of powers of federal government;
money, banking, postal, and military powers; citizenship and suffrage; foreign
relations, Indians, aliens; .territories, dependencies, newstates; federal taxation;
regulation of commerce; inter-governmental relations; state lawsimpairing obli­
gations of contracts: retroactive civil laws; jurisdiction of federalcourts. \ Hall,




65. Municipal 'Corporatlcns.t-e-General nature; creation,. alteration, disso­
lution; legislative control; internal organization; powers:: general, legislative,
police, taxation, contracts, property; liability: contracts, 'quasi-contracts, torts
in general, negligence in performance of various functions; enforcement of judg­
ments
.
against. Macy, Cases. on, Municipal Corporati�ns.. Mj. Summer; M],
Winter, PROFESSOR FREUND. " 1
67" A�ministrative �a� and Officers.l-Adininis�rative power'. and action:
dis9retion;
.
form and proof of official acts; .nctice: hearing and evidence; execu­
tion.
.
Relief against administrative action:
..
action to recoverdamagea; specific
relief (extraordinary legal remedies); jurisdiction, conclusiveness, and judicial





68. Statutes.t+Formal requirements; methods of legislation; principles
of drafting; scope and effect; principles of construction; legislative history.
Selected cases and assigned problems. iMj. Autumn, PROFE;:;SOR FREUN:p.
*70. Conflict of �aws.-(1) Jurisdiction: sources of law and comity;. terri­
torial jurisdiction;
.
jurisdiction in 'rem and in pe'r8onam; (2) remedies, righta of
action, and procedure; (3) creation of rights: personal rights; rights of property;
inheritance; obligations ex delicto and. ex: contractu; (4) recognition and enforce­
ment of rights: personal relations; property; inheritance; administration of
estates; judgments; obligations. Beale, Cas�8 on Conflict of Laws, Vols. I, II,
and III. l!Mjs. Winter, Second Term; and Spring, fROFESSOR BIGELOW.
71. International Law.1..-;....Mj: Autumn, PROFESSOR JUDSON.
(See Circular of Department of Political Bcience.l
'13. Civil i Law Doctrines.-The following topics will be examined on the
basis of the French and German codes, and: compared with. analogous common
law doctrines: bona fide purchase; adverse possession; future interests;' mortis
causa Succession and administration; infancy; parent and child; husband and
wife; notarial acts. !Mj. Autumn, PROFESSOR FREUND.
76. Jurisprudence.-Elements, nature, and sources of law; object of law;
rights: analysis of .a right; acts, facts, things, persons; duties, obligations,
wrongs; classification of law; application of law. Holland, Elements of Juris­
prudence (12th ed.), and assigned readings. ·iMj. Winter, PROFESSOR MECHEM.
81. Code Pleading.-Actions and special proceedings; the complaint, includ­
ing necessary allegations, method of statement, and prayer for relief; answers,
including general and special denials, new matter, equitable defenses, counter
claims, and union of defenses; replies; demurrers. Hinton, Cases On Code
Pleading. [Course 80 (see p. 12) is a prerequisite.] iMj. Winter (three hours),
PROFESSOR HINTON.
1 Not credited toward a la.w degree if taken. before courses 1,2, and 3,
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82. Equity Pleading.-Bills in equity, including parties, general requisites,
and multifariousness: disclaimer and default; demurrers; pleas; answers;
replications; cross-bills; amendments. Casebook in preparation. [Course 80
(see p� 12) is a prerequisite.] !Mj. Spring (two hours), PROFESSOR -_.-. '
[Omitted in 1920-21.]
86. Evidencf:k-The court and jury: presumptions and burden of proof;
judicial notice; admission. and exclusion of evidence. Witnesses: competency;
privileges, examination. Hearsay: exceptions to hearsay rule: former testimony;
dying declarations; admissions and confessions; statements against interest;
regular entries; official entries and certificates; reputation; statements of rela­
tionship; spontaneous statements. Opinions and conclusions from lay and expert
witnesses. Circumstantial evidence: character; conduct; miscellaneous facts;
physical objects. Preferred evidence: attesting witnesses; original documents.
Extrinsic evidence to contradict, vary, explain, or apply written instruments.
Hinton, Cases on Evidence. 11Mjs. Autumn; Winter, First Term; and Second
Term (two hours), PROFESSOR HINTON.
PRACTICE COURSES
90. Practice I.-Jurisdiction in personam and in rem; service and return of
process; appearance; filing and settling pleadings; amendments; defaults, setting
aside, and proceedings to final judgment; qualification and selection of jury;
function of the court and jury; non-suits and directed verdicts; instructions or
charge to the jury; verdicts; special interrogatories; trials without jury; motions
for new trials; bills of exceptions; writs of error and statutory appeals. Hinton,
Cases on Trial Practice. DM. Summer, First Term, PROFESSOR McBAINE;
Mj. Winter, Second Term (two hours); and Spring (three hours), PROFESSqR
HINTON. '
*91. Practice. n.-Practical exercises: commencement of actions; use, of
motions and demurrers; pleadings to issue and amendments; preparation for
trial; trial of issues of fact, with and without jury; settling instructions; ex­
ceptions; return and entry of verdicts; motions for new trial ana in arrest
of judgment; entryof judgment; settling and allowance, of bills of exceptions;
writs of error; transcripts ofthe record; assignments and joinder in error; briefs
and argument,
-
iMj. Autumn (two hours), PROFESSOR HINTON.
NON-CREDIT COURSES
Copyright Law, MR. REED. Trade-Mark Law. MR. REED.
Admiralty Law. MR. KREMER. Legal Ethics. MR. --.
Use of. Law Books (with practical exercises); MR. SCHENK.
Brief-Making and Legal Argtinient (with practical exercises). MIt. PUTT­
KAMMER.
[Required of first-year students.]
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REGISTRATION OF STUDENTS, 1919-20
'\
ABBREVIATIONS.---AcADEMlC REcoRD.-In the statement ot academic record,
U.=University; O.=College; S.=School; Inst.=Institute (or Institution).
PllRIOD OF RESIDENCE.-B, a, w, BP, respectively = Resident during Summer, Autumn,
Winter, and Spring Quarters, 1919-20.
NOTE.-Where no state is mentioned, Illinois is understood. Where a, degree or
"Senior" is not followed by the name of an institution in parentheses, the University





Abbott, Thomas Oscar, 8, a, W, sp, Waldron, Ark. A.B. (U. of Arkansas) '11.
Allen, Evangelienne Victoria, w, sp, Olds, Alberta, Canada. A.B. (U. of Alberta)
'18.
Backer, Walter Lewis, a, w, sp, Luverne, Minn. Maoalester C., 1915-16.
Bailey, Bernard Byrd, s, a, ui, ep, Shelhyville, Ky. A.B. (Ouachita C.) '14;
A.M. '18.
Bass, John Harvey, s, a, w, Enid, Okla. A.B. (Baker U.) '14.
Black, Howard Burdette, a, w, sp, Kalispell, Mont. U. of Montana, 1915-16.
Blitzsten, Harry, s, a, w, Chicago. Ph.B. '18.'
.
Bradley, Lucile, 8, a, w, Carbondale. A.B. (D. of California) '16; U. of Illinois,
191345.
Braude, Jacob Morton, a, w, sp, Chicago. A�B. (U. of Michigan) '18.
Bridge, Isabelle Randall, 8, Evanston. A.B. (Bryn Mawr C.) '16; A.M. (Colum­
bia U.) '17.
Brockbank, Isaac Elmer, s, a, w, Provo, Utah. A.B. (Brigham Young U.) '14;
A.M. (U. of Utah) '18.
Brookshire, William Albert, 8, Drew, Mo. A.B. (Drury C.) '17.
Bryant, James Ryan, s, a, w, Columbia, Mo. A.B. (U. of Missouri) '13.
Carlson, George Maurice, a, w, ep, Chicago. Ph.B� '20. ,
Cartwright, Hyrum Smith, s, a, w, ep, Salt Lake City, Utah. A.B. (U. of Utah)
'17.
'
Chadwick, Perry Moreland, 8, a, w, Tuscola. Ph.B. '17; Brown D., 1913-15.
Chiesa, Louis, a, tV, ep, Des Moines, Iowa. State U. of Iowa, 1914-16.
Christ, Jay Finley, s, a, w, sp, Chicago. A.B. (Morningside, C.) '18.
Christian, Rufus Earl, a, w, Palmyra, Mo .. A.B. (U. of Missouri) '17.
Christianson, William Christian, a, w, sp, Jasper, Minn. Highland Park C.,
1915�16.
Chutkow, Samuel, 8, a, w, La Junta, Colo. Ph.B. '18.
Cody, Clement Delwyn, a, w, sp, Chicago. Ph.B. '16; A.B. (St. Cyril's C.) '14.
Cohn, Harry, 'a, w, sp, Collinsville. Ph.B. '18.
'
Cowherd, Carson Ely, s, Perry, Mo. A.B. (U. of Missouri) '17.
Cronin, Daniel Henry, a, w, sp, Ann Arbor, Mich. A.B. (U. of Michigan) '16.
Crow, DeWitt Smith, e, a, w, Chicago. A.B. (U. of California) '16; U.ofIllinois,
1910-12.
Crow, William Leslie, �; w, sp, Chicago. A.B. (U. of Illinois) '12; A.M. (James
Millikin U.) '14.
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Dawson, Charles Edward, a, w, Knoxville, Tenn. A.B. (Maryville C.) '15.
Dayton, Lee Augustus, a, w, ep, Salinas, Cal. L�land Stanford Jr. U., 1912-15.
Dickerson, Earl Burrus, s, a, w, Chicago. A.B. (U. of Illinois) '14; Northwestern
U., 1909-11.
Donahoe, John Joseph, a, w, sp, Joliet. Ph.B. '16.
Dumont, Newman Aner, s, a, w, Meridian, Miss. S.B. (Meridian C.) '15;
A.M. (Tulane U.) '17.
Fine, Isadore Jacob, a, w, sp, Evansville, Ind. A.B. (Indiana U.) '18.
Fischer, Harry Arnold, s, a, Chicago. Ph.B. '18; Concordia C., 1913-15.
Fox, William Turney, 8, a, w, Sevierville, Tenn. A.B. (Carson and Newman C.)
'13; A.M. (ibid.) '15.
Gavit, Bernard Campbell, 8, a, W, ep, Hammond, Ind. A.B. (Wabash C.) '15.
Gekas, John Constantine, s, a, Grand Island, Neb. A.B. (Grand Island C.) '17.
Goodyear, Robert Franklin, s, a, Watseka. Ph.B. '17.
Graybill, Leo Carlisle, s, a, w, Decatur. A.B. (James Millikin U.) '16.
Green, Wendell Elbert, s, a, w, sp, Chicago. Pharo Chern. (U. of Kansas) '08.
Griffith, Melvin Llewellyn, s, a, w, sp, Golden City, Mo. Ph.B. '19; Ed. S.B.
(U. of Missouri) '15.
Gruenwald, Karl, 8, Chicago. U. of Heidelberg, 1901-5.
Gualano, Fortunato Francis, w, ep, Ottawa. Ph.B. '16.
Gurman, Samuel Pasach, a, w, Chicago. Ph.B. '18.
Guthrie, Robert Wayne, a, w, sp, Columbus, Ind. Indiana U., 1915-17.
Heckel, Fred Ernest, s, Bowbells, N.D. Ph.B. (Upper Iowa U.) '02; Ph.B. '04.
Ho, Hsian Yuen, s, Shanghai, China. A.B. (Columbia U.) '17; Tsing Hua C.,
1912-15.
Houghton, Fred B., s, a, Chicago. Ph.B. '17.
Hupp, Leo C., a, w, ep, Sheridan. Ph.B. '15.
Hutton, Arthur Joseph, s, Winfield, Kan. A.B. (Southwestern C.) '12; A.M.
(U. of Kansas) '13.
Jaffe, Esther Harrie, s, a, w, sp, Chicago. Ph.B. '18.
Janson, Harold Jennings, a, w, sp, Cleveland, Okla. Ed.S.B. (Ohio State U.) '12;
A.B. (ibid.) '13; C. of Wooster, 1907-9.
Jones, Gleonard Harrison, a, w, 8P, Summitville, Ind. A.R (Indiana U.) '15.
Kelly, Roy Patrick, a, Ashland, Wis. U. of Michigan, 1914-15; U. of Wisconsin,
1915-16.
Kreeger, Julius, s, a, w, Chicago. Ph.B. '17.
Lederer, George David, 8" a, W, 8P, Chicago. Ph.B. '18.
Leitch, John Archibald, Jr., 8, Rowland, N.C. A.B. CU. of North Carolina) '10.
Lewis, Rupert Robert, 8, a, W, ep, Chicago. Ph.B. '19.
Lieber, Otto Walther, e, a, Indianapolis, Ind. Ph.B. '17; Indiana U., 19�2-15.
Lind, Carl John, s, a, w, Minneapolis, Minn. A.B. (U. of Minnesota) '19.
Lloyd, Carl Stanton, a, w, ep, Fort Duchesne, Utah. Maryville C., 1914-15.
Lynch, Archibald Campbell, s, a, W, sp, Naperville. A.B. (State U. of Iowa)
'13.
McBride, James Renwick, a, w, sp, Allison Park, Pat Geneva C., 1910-12.
McCollough, Thomas Elmore, s, a, Jacksonville, Ala. Graduate (Alabama State
Normal S.) '13.
Mcfronald, George Hobart, a, w, sp, Rook Island. Ph.B. '18.
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McGrathj Sebina 'Evangeline, 8, Reinbeck, Iowa. Ph.\R '19; Iowa State Teachers
C., 1913-16.
Magill, Katherine Biggins, 8, a, w, Chicago. Ph.B. '15.
Magill, Roswell Foster, 8, a, W, 8P, Chicago. ,1\�B. (Dartmouth C.) '16.
Malczewski, Maximilian William, 8, a, W, ep, Braddock, Pa. A.B. (Valparaiso
U.);'14.
Mantynband, Louis Martin, a, w, ep, Chicago. Ph�B. '18.
Martin, William Carey, a, w, Shenandoah, Iowa. A.B. (Cotner U.) '15; Ph�B.
'16.
Mathews, Robert Elden, 8, a, W, sp, Chicago. A.B. (Yale D.) '15.
Miller, Alfred McConnell" a, w, Murray, Iowa.
�
Ph.B. '16; Grinnell C., 1912-15.
Miller, James Allen, e, a, w, Chicago. A.B. (Beloit C.) '13.
Mitoma, Shigeru, e, a, 'lP, 8P, Mikumo, Fukuoka, Japan. A.13. (U. of California)
'16�
Morgan, Thomas Sherman, 8, a, W, East St. Louis. A.'B. (U. of Illinois) '16.
Moyle, Walter Gladstonevs, Washington, D.C. Ph.B. '16; A.B. (U. of Utah)
'16.
Murphy, Ellsworth Clyde, 8, a, Waveland, 111d. Ph.B. (Franklin C.) '10.
Nash, Robert Ervin, -8, a, w, Rockford. S.B. (Ottawa U.) '10. '
Nelson; Edwin John, a, w, ep, Chicago. Ph.B. '18.
Ney, Wendell Holm..c, w, sp, Canton, Ohio. Senior (C. of Wooster).
Norman, Harold William, a, w, Portland, Ore. Ph.B. '19; U. of Nebraska,
1912�15.
.
Noskin, Boward, a, w, Chicago. ,
Nutter, Henry Coleman, a, w, 8p,JHenrietta, Tex. Rice Inst., 1916-17.
O'Loughlin, Kathryn Ellen, a, W, 8P, Hayes, Kan. S.B. (Ft. Hays Normal S�)
:'17.
Ottosen, Carl Donald, s, a, W" ep, Chicago. Ph.B. '17.
Pakulaz, Adam Robert, s, a, w,. Chicago, P�.B. '18.'
Parker, William Hugh, a, w, sp, Chicago.
Phelps, Hiram Floyd, e, a, Kingsley, Iowa. A.B. (Morningside C.) '16�




Purcell, William Bliss, s, a, w, ap, Chicago, Ph.B. '17; U. of Colorado, 1913 .. 46.
Ramsay, Gaylord Walter, s, a, Chicago. A.B. (Beloit C.) '13.
Reese, Leal Wiley,: 8, Pana. A.B. (U,,' of Illinois) '16.
Reynolds, LeRoy Benton, s, a, w, sp, Lohrville, Iowa. A.B. (State U. of Iowa)
'17. ."
Riha, Frank John, s, a, w, sp, Chicago. Ph.B. '19.
Sandidge, Thomas Evans, s, a, Owensboro, Ky. Bethel C., 1909-11.
Sayre,'Paul Lombard, s, a, w, sp, Chicago. A.B. (Harvard U.) '16.
Sayre,' Sydney Lombard, a, w, Chicago. Ph.B. '16.
Schiek, Earl Kunze, 8; a, W, ep, Freeburg. McKendree Q., 1916�17�
Seydel, Frank, a, w, sp, Io-waCity, Iowa. A�B. (State'U. of Iowa) '13.
Stains, Tracy Ranger, 8, a, Clint, Tex. Ph.B. '15.
Stevens, Riley Ernest, a, w, Gilson. A.B. (Lombard C.) '15.
Turner, Georg�' Walker, 8, a, w, sp, Kansas City, Mo. A.B. (Illinois C.). '12;
J�B. (U. of MiSSOUri) '13.'
.
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Udy, Stanley Hart, s, Dunkirk, N.Y. Ph.B. '16; George Washington U.,
1909-11.
Weiner, Otto Francis, a, w, Chicago. Ph.B. '18.
Wherritt, Alan Francisco, e, a, w, sp, Liberty, Mo. Ph.B. '17; William Jewell C.,
1913-16.
-
Wilson, John Estill, 8, a, w, Paint Lick, Ky. A.B. (State U. of Kentucky) '13.
Yort, 'Albert Arthur, a, w, sp, Falls City, Neb. U. of Nebraska, 1916-17.
SECOND-YEAR STUDENTS
Anderson, Roy Taylor, 8, w, sp, Evansville, Ind. U. of Illinois, 1916-19.
Baker, Irwin Monroe, a, W, ep, Chicago. Ph.B. '17.
Barker, John Butler, a, w, sp, Minneapolis, Minn. A.B. (U. of Michigan) '16.
Bernhard, Edgar, 8, a, W, sp, Chicago. Ph.B. '20.
Bishop, Arthur Van Meter, a, w, 8P, Rockford. Ph.B. '18.
Borders, Melville Washington, a, w, sp, Chicago. A.B. (Yale U.) '19.
Bowden, Lloyd Melvin, 8, a, w, ep, Birmingham, Ala. Ph.B. '19.
Bull, Warren Eugene, s, a, w, 8P, Chicago. A;B. (Hanover C.) '18.
Burgess, Harold Dempster, w, 8p, Beatrice, Neb. A.B. (U. of Nebraska) '20.
Butters, Harold Albert, a, w, sp, Ottawa. A.B. (Beloit C.) '15.
Carstarphen, Ezra Thomas, a, w, New London, Mo. A.B. (D. of Missouri) '16.
Carus, Gustave Krueger, 8, a, w, 8P, La Salle. Senior (U. of Wisconsin).
Cerney, Leland Wesley, w, 8P, Manly, Iowa, Ph.B.' 18; Iowa State Teachers C.,
1914-16. I
�
Cleveland, Chester Emery, Jr., 8, a, W, 8P, Chicago. U. of Wisconsin, 1915-17.
Cody/Harold Felix, a, Chicago. Senior; A.B. (St. Cyril's C . .) '16.
Cohen, Maurice Yates, s, a, w, sp, Chicago. Ph.B. '20.
Crabtree, Wyley Ernest, e, Ada, Okla. U. of Oklahoma, 1916.
Cubbage, Verlin Willis, a, w, sp, Ida Grove, Iowa. Senior (State U. �f Iowa).
Dibble, Lester Cornwell, w, ep, Mason City, Iowa. Benior (U. of Michigan).
Dickman, Charles Carl, 8, Peoria. Ph.B. '19.
Dolliver.James Isaac, 8, a, W, sp, Sioux City, Iowa. A.B. (Morningside C.) '15.
Duncan, Francis Willard, s, Green Bay, Wis. Senior (U. of Wisconsin).
English, Ehlers Wendell, a, w, sp, Des Moines, Iowa. S.B. (Drake U.) '17.
Fienberg, Ralph Howard, a, w, 8P, Chicago. U. of Michigan, 1914-15; U. of
Chicago, 1915-17. I
I
Francis, Joseph F., a, w, ep, Chicago. Senior.
Gavaris, John Prooopius, s, a, w, sp, Chicago. Ph.B. '20.
Gay, Juan R., 8, a, W, ep, Sara, Iloilo, P.I. U. of the Philippines, 1915-16;
Valparaiso U., 1916-17. t
Given, Eugene, e, a, w, East Chicago, Ind. Senior (U. of Michigan).
Gold, Morris, a, w, ep, Chicago. U. of Toronto, 1914-15; U. of Chicago, 1916-18.
Greene, Charles Cassius, 8, a, W, 8P, Sullivan. Ph.B. '18. �
Gripp, Elmore Albert, a, ui, 8P, Moline. S.B. (U. of Illinois) '18.
Gulbenkian, Gulbenk, 8, a, W, ep, Racine, Wis. St. Charles C. (Armenia)
1911-13.
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Hammes, Leonard Atchison, 8, a, W, ep, Terril, Iowa. Ph.B. '19; Grinnell C.,
1914-17.
Hanley, Chester Thomas, s, a, W, sp, Jerseyville. 'U. of Illinois, 1915-16.
Hanson, Harold Ligner, s, a, W, Oakland, Neb. A.B. (Ottawa U.) '16.
Hardin, Louis Samuel, 8, a, W, BP, Charleston. A.B. (Yale U.) '17.
Hougen, John H., e, Fisher, Minn. A.B. (St. Olaf C.) '11.
Huls, Harold Phillips, a, w, sp, Los Angeles, Cal. Ph.B. '17.
Jones, Morgan Palmer, B, a, W, sp, Chicago. S.B. (C. of Wooster) '11.
Lei, Cheung Chuen, a, w, BP, Canton, China. S.B. (Wesleyan U.) '17.
Lyon, Merle 'Paul, a, W, sp, Winona Lake, Ind. A.B. (Oberlin C.) '15.
McBrayer, Herman Tatum, B, Jean, Tex. Graduate (North Texas State Normal
C.) '15.
McLarty, Robert Pritchett, a, w, BP, Atlanta, Ga. A.B. (Vanderbilt U.) '11.
McQuistion, Victor Leroy, B, w, sp, Butler, Pa.
McReynolds, Charles, a, w, BP, Maryville, Mo. Ph.B. '19.
Mayer, Richard, B, a, ui, BP, Chicago. Ph.B. (Yale U.) '18.
Mueller, Lorenz Earnest, a, UJ, sp, Chicago. Senior.
Nath, Bernard, a, w, BP, Chicago. Ph.B. '19.
Neuling, Harry John, a, St. Louis, Mo. U. of Illinois, 1911-13.
Nobil, Abe, B, Akron, Ohio. A.B. (Western Reserve U.) '16.
Novak, George Anton, B, a, W, sp, Chicago. Ph.B. '19.
Ollerton, Milton Leech, a, w, sp, Tempe, Ariz. Brigham Young C., 1915-16.
Olshevski, Anton, s, a, w, sp, Chicago. Ph.B. '19.
Overton, Samuel Watkins, a, w, sp, Waukesha, Wis. A.B. (Carroll C.) '16.
Perdue, Byron D., a, w, Lincoln, Neb. A.B. (U. of Nebraska) '18.
Prichard, Ralph Cedric, a, w, BP, Hornick, Iowa. A.B. (Morningside C.) '15.
Rahm, John Paul, a, w, BP, Iron Mountain, Mich. U. of Michigan, 1917-18.
Redfield, Robert, Jr., s, a, w, sp, Chicago. Senior.
Reiling, Herman Thomas, B, a, W, ep, Crossville. Graduate (Southern Illinois
Normal U.) '15.
Reiser, Theodore Ganier, a, w, BP, Dayton, Ohio. St. Mary's C., 1911-12.
Rice, Roscoe Lyons, a, W, BP, Creighton, Neb. U. of Nebraska, 1915-17.
Richards, Webb, s, Hebron, Neb. U� of Nebraska, 1916-18.
Rogers, Orville Barr, a, w, sp, Newell, Iowa. Ph.B. '18.
Rothbaum, Benjamin, BP, St. Louis, Mo. A.B. (U. of Missouri) '16.
Sanders, Harold Barefoot, a, w, BP, Chickasha, Okla. A.B. (U. of Oklahoma) '19..
Seerley, John Joseph, 8, a, W, sp, Burlington, Iowa. Ph.B. '19.
Shaw, Lawrence Ian, a, w, Osceola, Neb. U. of Nebraska, 1916-17.
Springstun, Humphreys, s, Papa. A.B. (U. of Michigan) '17.
Stanley, Howard Clarke, a, w, sp, Glendale, Cal. Ph.B. '18.
Strong, Alfred Ray, s, a, w, ep, Sioux City, Iowa. Senior.
Svatek, Edward Vaclav, a, Chicago. Senior.
Sweeney, Charles Victor, 8, Edgerton, Wis. Senior (U. of Wisconsin).
Swick, Curvella H., B, Galton. Senior (U. of Illinois).
Talbot, John Harold, a, w, sp, South Bend, Ind.' A�B. (Indiana U.) '19.
Veeder, Albert Henry, B, a, 1p, sp, Chicago. A.B. (Yale U.) '18.
Walk, Maurice Nathaniel, s!, a, w, ep, Chicago. Ph.B. '19.
Weinberg, Harry Nathaniel, 8, a, W, BP, Chicago. Ph.B. '18.
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Wells, Estelle Mason, s, a, w, sp, Tulsa, Okla. U. of Chicago, 1917-18.
Wolf, Sidney Joseph, a, W, ep, Chicago. Ph.B. '19.
Zook, Ellsworth Erving, 8, Madison, Wis. A.B. (Missouri State Normal S.)
'16; A.M. (U. of Wisconsin) '18.
FIRST-YEAR STUDENTS
Abraham, Arthur, a, W, 8P, Watson. Senior.
Acosta, Faustino Bartolome, a, W, sp, Urbiztondo, Pangasinan, P.I. A.B.
(National Academy, P.I.) '16.
Alexander, Dorothy, 8, Dallas, Tex. A.B. (Southern Methodist D.) '18.
Alexander, Ralph Samuel, 8, a, Chicago. Ph�B. (C. of Wooster) '16.
Alster, Simon Harry, a, w, ep, Leavenworth, Kan. Ph.B. '20.
Anderson, Myrtle Bernice, a, Los Angeles, Cal.
Ausman, Evan Lloyd, a, w, ep, Wessington Springs, S.D. Senior (Morningside C.).
Badgley, Maxwell Forrest, a, w, sp, Jackson, Mich. D. of Michigan, 1917-19.
Balcom, Waid Elmont, a, w, sp, Kearney, Neb. Graduate (Nebraska State
Normal S.) '17.
Ballinger, Earl Ain, a, w, ep, Spring Valley, Minn. S.B. (U,. of Minnesota) '17.
Bardizian, Armen Toros, a, Troy, N.Y. Graduate (Euphrates C.) '13; A.M.
'19.
Basquin, Leon Valentine, a, w, sp, Painesville, Ohio.
Bausch, William Carl, a, w, s», Chicago. Senior,
Bayles, Robert William, a, w, sp, Chicago.
Bear, Donald Reid, a, w, sp, Madison.Tnd. A.B. (Indiana U.) '19.
Beeson, Thelma Marie, w, sp, El Paso, Tex.
Beilfuss, Charles Frank, a" Chicago. Senior.
Bell, Clarence, a, w, sp, Denison, Iowa. A.B. (Drake D.) '17.
Bernstein, Archie Israel, a, w, sp', Chicago. Senior.
Binz, Gustave Harder, s, a, w, sp, Chicago. D. of Michigan, 1917-18.
Boden, John Ridgway, w, sp, Osceola, Iowa. Senior (Simpson C.).
Bogie, Gustave Emanuel, a, w, sp, Chicago.
Bolyard, Russel Howard, a, w, Lindsay, Okla. A.B. (D. of Oklahoma) '18.
Boswell, Arlie 0., a, w, sp, Anna. Graduate (Southern Illinois State Normal U.)
'17.
Bowden, George Kenney, a, w, sp, Spring Valley, Minn. A.B. (U. of Minnesota)
'17.
Bradley, David Patrick, a, Harvey. Senior.
Brake, Merle Eric, 8, a, W, sp, Bradley, Mich. Senior.
Brand, George Frederick, a, w, Lorain, Ohio. Oberlin C., 1918-19.
Brewer, Edward Denton, a, w, sp, Mt. Gilead, Ohio. Senior (Ohio Wesleyan D.).
Bruner, James Donald, a, w, sp, Rock Island. Augustana C., 1915-17; Knox C',
1917-18.
Brunhart, Andrew Walter, a, w, sp, Milwaukee, Wis. Senior.
Buchman, Hamlin Kenneth, w, ep, La Fayette, Ind. Senior.
Campbell, Ershel Weaver, a, w, sp, Ava, Mo. D. of Missouri, 1915-16; Spring­
field State Normal S., 1912-13; New Mexico Normal U., 1914.
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Campbell, John McKoY"a, w, ep, Chicago. A.B. (U .. of Oklahoma) '19.
Campbell, William Denzil, a, w, 8P, Rome, Mo. Washington, U., 1918-19.
Carmack, Edward Ward, BP, Columbia, Tenn. Vanderbilt U., 1917-18; LL�B.
(Cumberland U.) '20.
'
Carmichael, George Albert, .c, w, 8P, Bloomfield, Iowa. U. of Washington,
1915-17.
Casjens, Carlton Herman, a, w, sp, Orange City, Iowa. A.B. (Lake Forest C.)
'13.
.
Cassels, James Edwin, 8, Plant City, Fla. LL.B. (John B. Stetson U.) '11.
Cawston, Arthur Hamilton, a, w, sp, New York, N.Y. Leland Stanford Jr. U.,
1910-11; Columbia U., 1911.,...12.
Chatroop, Henry Louis, s, a, W, ep, Chicago. Ph.B. '20.
Christie, James Lackland, s, St. Louis, Mo. U. of Chicago, 1917.
Chuehian, Sahak Melkon, sp, St. Louis, Mo. S.B. (U. of Wisconsin) '09; A.M.
'20.
.
Compton, Roy C�, a, w, sp, Winfield; Kan. A.B. (Southwestern n) '17.
Conant, Stanford, 8, Fort Collins, Colo. Ph.B. '19. .
Cooper, Ray David, a, Plattsburg, Mo. William Jewell C., 1917-19.
Davis, David Harold, a, w, sp, Chicago, Senior.
Dennis, Mary Ellen,"a, w, Chicago. Ph.B. '18.
De Young, Peter Cornelius, s, Joliet. A.B. '02.
Donahue, Elmer Wi1li�m, w,:sp, Chicago. Senior.
Dougall, James Chancellor, a"w, Chicago. Senior.
Draper, Raymond Edward, at W, 8P, Sidney, Iowa. A.B. (Williams C.) '18.
Dudley, Thomas Parker, Jr., a, w, sp, Chicago. Senior.
Dunn, James Aloysius, 8, Marshalltown, Iowa. LL.B. (Georgetown U.) '19.
Dupree, J. William, 8, Tampa, Fla. U. of Colorado, 1915-17; U. of Texas,
1917-18.
Ecton, Zales N., a, w, Manhattan, Mont. Montana State C., 1�16-19.
Ellis, William Spotswood, a, w, sp, Atlanta. Senior.
'
Ennis, Riley Finley, w, 8P, Paulding, Ohio. Miami U., 1916-17; Ohio State U.,
1917-18.
Eugene, Joseph Percy, s, Beaumont, Tex.
Fabiani, Auguste, 8, Venaeo, Corsica, France. Graduate (U. of Paris) '11;
J�D. (ibid.) '13.
Fowler, Duquet Waters, 8, Lyndon, Ky. U. of Virginia, 1914-15.
Frazier, Arthur Owen, 8, a,:,w, �p, Paris. A.B. (U. of Illinois) '15.
Frisch, Sidney, a, w, 8P, Chicago, Senior.
Gavit, Albert Howard, a, w, sp, Gary, Ind. Senior.
Gemmill, William Billings, a, w, sp, Chicago. Senior. "
Gilbert, Irving Morris, a, w, ep, Kenosha, Wis. Senior (Northwestern U.); U. of
Chicago, 1916-1�.
Goldberg, Maurice Jacques, w, Dayton, Ohio. U. of Cincinnati, 191771.8;
Hebrew Union C., 1917-18; Vanderbilt .U., 1918-19. \
Golder, Calmon Roland, a, tV, sp, Sioux City, Iowa. Morningside C., 1917-19.
Gonzalez, Antonio Abuyan, a, w, Iba, Zambales, P.I. Washington State C.,
1917-19.
Goodkind, Godfrey Lester, w, 8P, Chicago. A.B. (Williams C.) '20.
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Gosnell, Harold Foote, a, Rochester, N.Y. A.B. (U. of Rochester) '18.
Grassin, Jacques Henri, a, w, sp, Paris, France. Graduate (U. of Paris) '18;
LL.B. (ibid.) 'i9.
Green, Dwight Herbert, a, w, sp, Ligonier, Ind. Senior (Leland Stanford Jr. U.);
Wabash C., 1915�17.
Griffin, Laura Ida, s, Chicago. Valparaiso U., 1917.
Guthrie, Etcyl Riley, ep, Gainesville, Mo. U. of Missouri, 1918-19.
Hack, Joseph, s, Lodz, Poland. Chern. Eng. (U. of Toulouse) '14.
Hadley, Leland Thompson, s, Richmond, Ind. A.B. (Earlham C.) '17.
Harrington, Frank A.; a, w, sp, Bowling Green, Ohio. Senior (Miami U.);
Dartmouth C., 1914-16.
Harte, Norman Gale, a, Cunningham, Kan. Ph.B. '19.
Hartman, Joe, a, w, Springfield, Ohio.
Haynes, William Harrison, s, a, w, sp, Nashvillle, Tenn. A.B. (Morehouse C.)
'15; A.B. '16.
Hedeen, Carl Olof, tV, sp, Chicago. Senior.
Heffernan.Vincent Jerome, a, w, sp, Milbank, S.D. S.B. (Valparaiso U.) '16.
Heiner, Frank John, a, w, Chicago. Senior.
Henkel, Milford Franklin, a, Howard City, Mich.
Hirsheimer, Lambert, a, w, sp, Pittsfield. Senior (U.of Michigan).
Hodge, Clarence Richard, a, Franklin Grove. U. of Illinois, 1914-16.
Hoffman, Arthur Lewis, a, w, sp, Laporte, Ind. Indiana U., 1918.
Horn, Abraham Edward, a, Memphis, Tenn.
Horsefield, Russell James, s, a, w, ep, Union, Mo. Washington U., 1916-17.
Humphrey, Arthur Gordon, a, w, sp, Palatine. Senior.
Hutchinson, Charles G., w, sp, Chicago.
Illian, Ray John, a, w, Chicago.
Jackson, George R., a, w, Chicago. A.B. (U. of Illinois) '09; LL.B. (John
Marshall Law S.) '16; LL.M. (ibid.) '17.
Jackson, Harry Louis, e, Worcester, Mass. A.B. (Clark U.) '11; A.M. (ibid.)
'12.
Jaffe, Benjamin Edward, w, sp, Chicago. Ph.B. '19.
Jamieson, Hamer Herschel, a, sp, Chicago. Senior.
Janes, Adelene Meredith, a, w, sp, Marquette, Mich. Ph.B. '18.
Jingheuzian, Ben Hagop, a, w, Samsoon, Armenia. Senior; U. of Wisconsin,
1910-13.
Johnson, William Newton, sp, Chicago. A.B. (U. of Nebraska) '20.
Kabrin, George John, 8, a, W, sp, Chicago. U.of Chicago, 1916-17, 1919.
Kayser, Julius Christian, a, w, sp, Parkston, S.D. A.B. (U. of South Dakota) '17.
Kelley, Harold William, a, Terre Haute, Ind. Graduate (Indiana State Normal
S.) '17.
Kentwortz, Ernest Kay, a, w, Beloit, Wis. Senior.
Kimmell, Leslie Frederic, w, sp, Carthage. Springfield Y.M.C.A. C., 1911-12.
King, Arthur Ross, 8, Cleveland, Utah. U. of Utah, 1902-4.
Klapman, Abe Anas, a, w, sp, Chicago. Senior.
Knechtly, Marion Bushnell, w, sp, Seaman, Ohio.
Korb, Herman, a, w, sp, Ogden, Utah. Senior.
Korn, Daniel John, a, w, sp, Kalispell, Mont. Senior.
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Kramer, Earl Frederick, s, Oakville, Iowa. S.B. (Des Moines C.) '17.
Kuenzig, Raymond Allen, a, w, sp, North Girard, Pa. Allegheny C., 1915-16;
Baldwin-Wallace C., 1916-17.
. .
Ladner, John, a, w, sp; Eureka, S�D. Valparaiso U., 191�19.
Landa, Philip Nathaniel, w, Tulsa, Okla. U. of Chicago, 1919.
Langsett, Victor Martin, a,'w, ep, Pocahontas, Iowa. U. of Chicago, 1914.
Larson, David, a, w, ep, Iron Mountain, Mich. U. of Michigan, 1916-18.
Latham, Leland Dana, e, a, w, ep, Los Angeles, Cal. A.B. (OhioWesleyan U.) '19�
Lawless, Ben W., a, w, sp, Springfield.
Lee, James Potter, a, w, sp, Peterson, Iowa. ' Grinnell.Ci, 1916; Morningside C��,
1917-19.
Leeming, Tom, a, w, sp, Chicago. A�B. (U. of Illinois) '19.
Levin, Jacob David, e, Chicago. Ph.B. '19.
Lewis, Charles Leslie, a, uJ/ sp, Elwood, Neb. Graduate (Nebraska State
Normal S�) '17.
Ling, King Yui, e, Shanghai, China. S.B. (New York U.) '19.
London, Mary Parke, a, w, sp., Birmingham, Ala. A.B. (Bryn Mawr C.) '15.
Long, James Walter, w, sp, Liberty, S.C. A.B. (Furman D:) '19.
Lundgren, Frederick Carl Edmund, a, w, sp, Des Moines, Iowa. Senior.
Lusk, Frederick Clark, a, Flora. Ph.B. '17.
Lyon, Charles Emanuel, a, w, sp, Elkhorn, Wis..Senior (Oberlin C.).
Macaraig, Serafin Egmidio, e, Tarlac, Concepcion, P.I. A.B. ,(D. of Philippines)
'17; Ph.B. '19.
McBride, Russell Houen, w, 8P, Frankfort, Ind. Indiana -D., 1916.,...17.
McCormick, Arthur Francis, w, sp, Gary, Ind. Indiana U.; 191�16.
McFarland, Kenneth Verne, a, w, sp, Chicago.
McFarlane, William Doddridge, s, a, w, ep, Greenwood, Ark. A.B. (U. of
Arkansas) '19.
McGrath, John Francis, a, w, sp, St. Joseph" Mo. St. Joseph C., 1915-17.
MacGregor, Robert Stuart, a, Marion, Ind. A.B. (Wabash C.) ,'16.
McKee, James Rueben, a, Tulsa, Okla. U. of Oklahoma, 1918-19.
McMillan, Albert Lincoln, s, Alpena, S�D. S.B. (Huron C.) '17.,
McNett, Paul Sargent, a, w, sp, Evanston. Senior; Northwestern-Uv, 1912-16.
Madden, Frallk John, a, w, ep, Chicago. Senior.
Magner, James Joseph, a, w, sp, Seymour, Conn. U. of Chicago, 1917-:-18.
Martin, John Madison, e, Wayne, Neh. A.B. (U. of Illinois) '96; A.M. (ibid�)
'02; Ohio State U., 1887-90.
Martland, Francis Leslie, ui, sp, Cherokee, Iowa. U. of Chicago, 1918-19.
Mathews, Amos Myron, a, w, ep, Cherokee, Iowa. A.B. (Grinnell C.) '17.
Merritt, Ella Arvilla, sp, Washington, D.C. A.B. (George Washington U.) '03;
A.M. (ibid.) '05.
Meyering, William David, a, w, sp, Chicago. A.B. (St. Cyril's C.) '12.
Miller, Elmer E.; 8, Lehi, Utah. A.B e. (Leland Stanford Jr. U.) '14.
Mills, George Dewey, a, w, sp, Chicago. Senior.
!.
Moore, Howard Herbert, a, W, ep, Raymond. A.B. (James Millikin U.) '17.
Moore, Loring Bernard, a, W, 8P, Brunswick, Ga.' A.B. (Atlanta D.) '17.
Morgenstern, William Victor, a, w, sp, Oak Park. Senior.
Morrissey, John O'Connell, a, w, sp,. Bloomington. U� of Illinois, 1915-17.
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Murphy, Arthur Joseph, a, w, sp, Chicago ..
Neevel, Walter George, a, w, BP,' Baldwin, Wis. Graduate (Wisconsin State
Normal S.) '17.
.
Nelson, Peter LeRoy, B, Payson, Utah. A.B. (U. of Utah) '13; Brigham Young
U., 1908�12. �
Nettle, Harry, s, St. Louis, Mo. Washington U., 1914-15; LL.B. (ibid.) '19.
Nielson, Joseph, a, Hyde Park, Utah.. Brigham Young C., 1911-14.
Norris, Everett David, c, W, ep, Kankakee. Senior.
Norton, Glenn Ellyn, a, Chicago. State U. of Iowa, 1916�17.
Nutt, Theodore P., a, w, ep, Des Moines, Iowa. Senior.
Ostberg, Gustave Ivan, a, sp, Chicago. Ph.B. '18.
Owen, LeRoy David, w, sp, Wayne, Neb. Senior.
Palanea, Angel Cano, B, Manila, P.I. U. of Philippines, 1917-19.
Parish, William Joseph, w, Momence. Ph.B. (U. of Notre Dame) '12.
Park, Lee Isaac, w, sp, Bozeman, Mont. Montana State C., 1914-17.
Pascual, Silvestre, 8, Norzagaray, Bulacan, P.I. Yankton C., 1916-17.
Paullin, William Theodore; a, w, sp, Milwaukee, Wis. A.B. (Bucknell C.) '95;
A.M. (ibid.) '96; Ph.D. (U. of Pennsylvania) '04; B.D. '04.
Penick, Mark Albert, a, w, ep, Quincy. Dartmouth C., 1914-15; U. of Chicago,
1916-17.
Platt, Joseph Henry, s, Chicago. U. of Chicago, 1916-17.
Pomeroy, Dwight Abel, a, w, sp, Pittsburg, Kan. S.B. (Kansas Manual
Training Normal S.) '14.
.
Porter, Richard Havelock, s, a, w, ep, Chicago. Senior.
Potter, Hal Netherton, s, a, Fair Grove, Mo. A.B. (U. of Arkansas) '14.
Rasor, Everett Eldon, w, ep, Warsaw, Ind.
Rayzor, Jesse Newton, s, a, W, 8P, Denton, Tex. A.B. (Rice Inst.) '17.
Reppy, Alison, e, a, w, Hillsboro, Mo. A.B. (U. of Missouri) '16.
Rhea, Howard David, a, w, ep, Bloomington. A.B. (Illinois Wesleyan U.) '17.
Rich, Dwight Healy, a, w, lIancock, Mich. A.B. (Kalamazoo C.) '19.
Richmond, Lyle Lee, a, w, ep, Lacon. A.B. (Beloit C.) '16.
Ricks, Ezra Adams, s, Logan, Utah. Utah Agricultural C., 1908-11, 1914-15;
LL.B. (Georgetown U.) '19�
Ruby, Lionel Illington, sp, Chicago. Senior.
Ryan, William Joseph, sp, Chicago. Ph.B. (De Paul U.) '20.
Samuels, Leo Solomon, a, w, ep, Chicago.. Senior.
Savoy, George Prew, a, w, sp, Holyoke, Mass� Senior; Amherst C., 1916-19.
Scharbau, Kurt Albert, a, w, sp, Wausau, Wis. Senior.
Schlabach, Rudolph Robert, 8, La Crosse, Wis. S.B. (Ohio Wesleyan D.) '14.
Schnewind, Charles Dana, s, a, w, sp, Kokomo, Ind. Wabash C., 1913-15.
Scott, Clarence Sumner, a, W, 8P, Philadelphia, Pa, Syracuse U., 1914-:-15.
Scott, Roland, s, Imperial, Neb. S.B. (Hastings C.) '16.
Searle, Franklin Pryce, a, w, BP, Rock Island. Senior (Amherst C.),
Sears, Leonard Blinn, 8, a, W, sp, Sioux City, Iowa. Senior.
Seefurth, Nathaniel, a, w, BP, Chicago. Ph.B. '20.
Shambaugh, Samuel Rogers, w, sp, Clinton, Iowa. Senior.
Shughart, Henry Marvin, a, w, sp, Winchester, Kan,
Shulenburg, Hobart Mosher, a, w, ap, Joliet.
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Shull, John Wyatt, w, sp, St. Joseph, Mo� Senior; William Jewell C.,. 191547.
Shull, William Herndon, a, w, sp, St. Joseph, Mo. William Jewell C., 1916--18.
Slyder, Emmett DeWitt, a, Ansonia, Ohio. A.B. (Defiance C.) '17.
Smith, Clarence Enloe, a, w, ep, Greenville. A.B. (James Millikin U.) '17;
Greenville C., 1914-16.
.
Stark, William Pearce, e, Memphis, Tenn. ,U. of Texas, 1917-19.
Stokes, William Ead Dodge, w, e», New York, NS. Yale U., 1915-17; United
States Naval Academy, 1917.
Storts, Perry Graves, a, 8P, Slater, Mo. Senior (William Jewell C.).
Strickland,' Lettie Robertson, 'a; W, 8P, Pottsville, Ark. Ouachita C., 1913�14;
1918--19.
Surprise, Glenn M., a, w, Lowell, Ind. Purdue U., 1918 ..
Swinford, William Braden, 8, Stillwater, Okla. S.B. (Eureka C.) �:97; A.B.
(Harvard U.) '00.
Tanaka, Yasutaro, w, sp, Kobe, Japan. Graduate (Kobe Commercial C.) '19.
Taylor, John Wills, 8, Linden, Wis. Ph.B. (U. of Wi�consin) '11; A.M. (ibid.)
'15.
'Taylor, Marvin Hunter, 8, Louisville, Ky. U. of Wisconsin, 1915-16.
Tipton, John Francis, a, w, Trinidad, Colo. Senior,
Tripp, Clarence Edwin, a, w, 8P, Chicago.
Tuohy, William Joseph, a, w, ep, Bloomington. A.B. (Dubuque C.) '18.
Turner, JaIILes Haskew, 8, a, W, 8P, Maryville, Tenn. A.B. (Maryville C.) '18.
Ulveling, F�ank Henry, a, W, ep, Chicago. Senior (De Paul U.).
Ussery, Gail Borden, a, w, sp, Ava. Graduate (Southern Illinois State Normal
S.) '17.
'
Vanderslice, John LeVerne, a, w, sp, Davenport, Iowa.
Volk, John Frederick, a, w, sp, Denver, Colo. U. of Chicago, 1917-18.
Walter, Ralph Alexander, a, 'io, ep, Chicago. Senior.
Wear, William Doak, 8, Hillsboro, Tex. Virginia Military Inst., 1909 .. 44.
Weiskopf, Milton Louis, a, ui, sp, Chicago, Senior.
Wienbroer, Bernard William, 8, Trinidad, Colo.
Wild, Clifford Otto, a, w, Logansport, Ind. Senior (Miami U.).
Wilkins, Jesse Ernest, a; w, sp, St. Louis, Mo. A.B. (U. of Illinois) , 18.
Willcockson, James Edwin, a, w, ep, Sigourney, Iowa.
Willett, Paul Yates, a, w, sp, Chicago. A.B. '19.
Williams, Orva Gilson, Jr., a, w, Chicago. U. of Michigan, 1915-17.
Wolf, Arthur, a, w, 8P, Chicago. Senior.
Worthey, William Gerald, 8,� a, W, sp, Jerseyville.
Zager, John Edward, a, w, 8P, Chicago. Northwestern U., 1917-19.
Zick, Joseph Mercer, 8, Independence, Mo. Ph.B. '19.
Zimmerman, George Frederick, 8, Cedar Falls, Iowa. A.B. (Iowa State Teachers
C.) '15.
STUDENTS IN OTHER DEPARTMENTS TAKING LAW COURSES
Alexander, Ralph Samuel, w, Chicago. Ph.B. (C. of Wooster) '16.
Bakke, Norris Conroy, 8, Sterling, Colo. U. of Chicago, 1914-16; LL.B. '19.
Carey, Earl Stafford, a, Chicago. Senior.
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Chuchian, Sahak Melkon, w, St. Louis, Mo. S.B. (U. of Wisconsin) '09; A.M.
'20.
Crane, Charles Sutherland, w, Chicago. Senior.
Diamonon, Victoriano Dinom, a, w, Iloilo, P.I. A.B. (Leland Stanford Jr. D.)
'17; A.M. (State U. of Iowa) '19.
Dougall, James Chancellor, sp, Chicago. Senior.
Enslein, Claude, 8, Atchison, Kan. U. of Wisconsin, 1916-17. /
Frederick, Alva Cromwell, w, Ft. Madison, Iowa. Senior.
Gosnell, Harold Foote, 8, w, 8P, Rochester, N.Y. A.B. (U� of Rochester) '18.
Harris, Joseph Pratt, a, Chicago. A.B. (U. of Kansas) '19.
Heilman, Paul M., a, Chicago. Senior.
Jeter, Helen Rankin, w, Eagle Rock, Cal. A.B. (U. of California) '17.
King, Jasper Seymour, a, w, Chicago. Senior.
Kingsbury, Joseph Bush, a, sp, Osage, Iowa. A.B. (George Washington D.) '15.
Lusk, Frederick Clark, w, Flora. Ph.B. '17.
McCollough, Thomas Elmore, t», Jacksonville, Ala. Senior.
Managan, Ralph Edward, s, Westlake, La. A.B. (Baylor U.) '19.
Marion, Waldo Emerson, s, Montgomery, Ala. A.B. (U. of Georgia) '05; A.M.
'17.
Moore, Kenneth Wells, a, Chicago. Senior.
Muckley, Robert Latour, w, Chicago. Senior.
Nicely, James Mount, a, w, sp, Chicago. Senior.
Payne, Winfred Eustace, w, Modesto, Cal. A.B. (U. of Utah) '15�
Peterson, Clarence Wesley, a, Junction City, Kan. A.B. (C. of Emporia) '19.
Prisch, Mildred, a, Dell Rapids, S.D. A.B. (Dakota Wesleyan Uo) '18.
Richardson, Kenneth Berkebile, a, Chicago. Junior.
Robbins, Albert Hyman, s», Chicago. Senior.
Ross, Edgar McKinley, a, Chicago. Senior.
Ruby, Lionel Illington, w, Chicago. Senior.
Schwartz, Paul Stewart, w, Chicag-o. Senior.
Skinner, Donald Baird, a, Chicago. Senior.
Stutz, John Godfrey, w, Manhattan, Kan. Senior.
Thomas, Joseph Raymond, w, Ft. Madison, Iowa. Senior.
Wolfe, Cletus Verne, s, Urbana, Ohio. Ph.B. '16.
Wright, Helen Russell, w, Chicago. A.B. (Smith C.) '12.
SUMMARY OF ATTENDANCE IN THE LAW SCHOOL
1919-20
Third-Year Students .. � o ••• o ••• o •• 0 ••• 00' •• 00. 0 ••• 0, 108
Second-Year Students. . 0 ••••• 0 0 • 0 • •• 80
First-Year Students .> •• 0 ••• 0 ••••••••• 0 •• 0 ••••••• 0' ••• 228
Total in Law School. 0 ••••••••• 0 • 0 • 0 • •• 416
Students in other departments taking law cours@s ... � . . . 35
Total '::' . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 451
Repetitions (deduct) 0 ••••••••••• 0 ••• 0 • • • • • • • 7
GRAND TOTAL •.•...........•.•.•... 0 • • • • • • • • • •• 444
THE LAW SCHOOL 29
COLLEGES REPRESENTED BY STUDENTS IN THE LAW SCHOOL
1919-201
1 Indiana tJniversity .. , .
1 Iowa State Teachers College 0 •
2 State University of Iowa � .
3 James Millikin University .
1 Kalamazoo College. . 0 .
1 University of Kansas 0 ••••••
1 State University of Kentucky .
1 Knox College. . .
4 Kobe Commercial College (Japan)
1 Lake Forest College, ',' ..... .; .
4 Leland Stanford Jr. University .
1 Lombard College 0 ••••• � � •••
2 Macalester College .
1 McKendree College ' ..
3, Maryville College 0 •••••••••••••
1 M�rld�an College ...•...........
1 Miami University .
134 University of Michigan .
1 University of Minnesota .
1 University of Missouri .
2 University of Montana .
3 Montana State College .




3 National Academy (P.I.) .
1 University of Nebraska .
2 New York University .
1 University of North Carolina .
2 Northwestern University .
1 University of Notre Dame 0.'
1 Oberlin College .
1 Ohio State University .
1 Ohio Wesleyan University .
1 University of Oklahoma .
1 Ottawa University .
1 Ouachita University .
1 University of Paris .
2 University of Pennsylvania .
1 University of the Philippines .
1 Purdue University 0' •••••• o_o.
4 Rice Institute .
1 University of Rochester .
2 St. Charles College (Armenia) .
1 St. Cyril's College .
1 St. -Joseph College .
1 St. Mary's College .
1 St. Olaf College � .
1 Simpson College .
1 University of South Dakota .
18 Southern Methodist University .
1 Southwestern College � .
University of Alberta .
Allegheny College .
Amherst College. 0 • • •••••••• 0 ••
University of Arkansas .
Atlanta University .
Augustana College .






Brigham Young College. . .
Brown University .
Bryn Mawr College .
Bucknell College .
University of California � .
Carson and Newman College .
Carroll College " . 0 •••••
University of Chicago .
University of Cincinnati .
Clark University .




Dartmouth College. . . . . . . . . . . ..
Defiance College .
De Paul University .
Des Moines College .
Drake University .
Drury College. . . . .
Dubuque College. . . .
Earlham College. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Euphrates College � .
Eureka College. . . . . . .
Franklin College .
Furman College. . . . . . . . . . . . . ..
Geneva College. . . . " .
George Washington University .
Grand Island College .
Greenville College .
Grinnell College � . . . . . . . . . . .
Hanover College. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Harvard University. . . . . . .
Hastings College. , ': .
Hebrew Union College .
University of Heidelberg .
Highland Park College .
Huron College .
Illinois College .
University of Illinois. . . .




















































1 Besides candidates for the degree of J.D., this list includes 53 candidates for the
degree of LL.B. who have had two or more years of college work, and 37 who have had
one year. Students from other colleges whose work in the University has been entirely
in the Law School are credited to their former colleges only, though they may have
obtained an academic degree from the University.
30 TH� UNt;VERSIT·� OF CHICA�O
Springfield Y .M.e.A. 1 College. . . . 1
Syracuse University, .' '... 1
University of Texas.. . .. . . .. . . .. \ 2
University of Toronto � . . 1
University of Toulouse .. � . � .. �. . . 1
Tsing Hua' College.. : .'. . . . .. . . . . . 1
Tulane University ..... � ... .", ... '1
United States Naval Academy _•..
'
1
Upper Iowa University.. , .. .. . . . 1
University of Utah.'�· ', 5
Utab Agricultural, College
' � . 1
Valparaiso University � ;'� .. ;. 5
Vanderbilt University .. ,,; .. � . . . . . 3
University of Virginia•. � .•. � . � . . 1
Virginia MilitaryInstitute, � ': . . .
1
Wabash College ' 4
Washington University. � � ' � i., 3
University of Washington _ � " 1
Washington State College .. � .' . . . 1
Wesleyan University. �:" i•• �. �. �. 1
Western Reserve University � . . . . 1




Universitr of Wisconsin .College 0 Wooster � � .
Yale University .. � .







Totai. . .. ' ' ' .. '.. '429
Repetitions (deduct) � � 52
Total college students " 377
Graduates of normal schools
only of collegiate rank., . .. 11
Total ..........•.....•.... 388
Non-college' students .. "'" �_.. 28
T�tal in Law School •.. � . . .. 416




THE UNIVERSITY OF CHICAGO
THE SUMMER QUARTER, 1920
The SUIDIper Quarter work counts toward a degree as part of the regular
instruction of'th'e School. (See "The Quarter System," p. 5�) The courses
offered are substantially changed from summer to summer, so that advanced
students may continue their work during this period, thus shortening the calendar
time for the three-year course without reducingthe period of actual residence;
and beginning students may .oommenee the study of law in 'the summer, to
be continued either in the autumn or during the next summer. The courses
to be given in successive summers are so arranged that either first- or second­
year students may take one";,, two, or three quarters in succession in the
summer only, before continuing in a following Autumn Quarter. This plan
offers particular advantages to school or . college teachers intending to prac­
tice law who desire to complete; part of their preparation for the bar before
leaving their positions to enter a law school. The summer work also affords a
special opportunity to students in other law schools who wish to do extra work,
and to practitioners who desire systematically to pursue particular subjects.
The courses announced below and books used will be found described in numerical
order on pp. 11-16 of this Announcement.
The Summer Quarter begins June 21 and ends September 3. The First
Term ends July 28; the Second Term begins July 29. With the permission of the
Dean, starred (*) courses continuing through both terms of the quarter �ay
be taken for the First Term only, but no examination may be taken until ithe
student later completes the course. Twelve to fourteen hours weekly constitute
full work. By special permission a maximum of sixteen hours may be taken,
Courses 2A, 4, and 7 are beginning first-year. work. For the meaning of Mj'�,
M., and DM., see p. 11.
FIRST TERM
2A. '!;orts (first half of subject):-DM. Daily, 9:00; M.� W., F., 11:00,
PROFESSOR HALL.
*7. Persona-e-M]. Daily, ;3: 00, PROFESSOR FREUND.
20B. Equity I.-!Mj. Tu., Th., 12:00, PROFESSOR WOODWARD.
*24:. Trusts.-llMjs. Daily, 10:00; W., 12:00, PROFESS_QR WOODWARD.
30. Suretyship.-DM. Daily, 9:00; M., W., F., 11:00, MR. C. JUDSON.
*65. Municipal Corporations.-Mj. Daily, 2:00, PROFESSOR FREUND.
90. Practice I.-DM. Daily, 8: 00; Tu., 'rh., 11: 00, M., '12: 00, PROFESSOR
McBAlNE.
SECOND TERM
4. Agency.-DM. Daily, 9:00; M., W., F., 11:00, PROFESSOR WARREN.
'1. Persons (continued).-See First Term, above (to August I8}.
14:. Rights in Land.-DM. Daily, 8:00; Tu., Th., 11:00; M., 12:00,
PROFESSOR BIGELOW.
19. Mining and Water Right.-DM. Daily, 9:00; M., W., F., 11:00, PRO-
FESSOR COSTIGAN.
20B. Equity I (cominued).-See First Term, above.
24:. Trusts (continued).-See First Term, above.
65. Municipal Corporations {continued).-See First Term, above (to
August 18).
i
